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About This Game

Don't let them catch you!

Sneak behind the guards and find your way around to reach your objectives,but be careful, you must not be detected!
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Are you ready?

You will play as a secret agent trying to stop a terrorist organization.

Attack enemies from behind or use a pistol, but ammo will be limited.

Your goal is to get thru every location and finish the mission. Sounds simple? We'll see...

The Impossible Challenge is self explanatory.

If it's too much you can try The Very Hard Challenge instead.

For those who don't like running out of time: No Timer Challenge and No Timer Challenge Plus.

Extra modes for more fun: Zombie Mode and Zombie Mode No Timer.

Main features:

4 difficulty modes (challenges):
The Impossible Challenge - limited time to finish each level, lots of enemies.
The Very Hard Challenge - more time and less enemies.
No Timer Challenge Plus - no time limits, the same amount of enemies as in The Impossible Challenge.
No Timer Challenge - no time limits, the same amount of enemies as in The Very Hard Challenge.

2 extra modes:
Zombie Mode - limited time to finish each level, unlimited ammo to kill zombies xD.
Zombie Mode No Timer - the same as Zombie Mode but without time limits.

Stealth game mechanics - sneak up, hide, eliminate enemies and don’t let them catch you!

Challenging levels with a lot of enemies.
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Title: EXON: The Impossible Challenge
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Simple Interactive Games
Publisher:
Simple Interactive Games
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 3.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 750 Ti or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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exon the impossible challenge

Supposed to be "horror", scariest part was when a dog waved at you.. I have a true story: My family moved to a new house and
we wouldn't be getting internet up for a week... and well I was a teenager with ya know, raging hormones. Well this game's CD
had a pin up girl on it and.... I was desperate.... you can infer the rest. This game took my virginity.. Rock is Op it comes out
frame 1!!!!. Combination of Elder Sign + Pathfinder.
+ Instructions and tips
+ Replay value due to improving characters and random encounters
+ Fun

- Kinda hard
- 99 cent DLCs moving forward
. For Windows 10 (and possibly the other windows) I got Overseer to work using K-lite codec pack then its Codek Tweak tool
where I clicked on preferred splitter and choosed LAV SPLITTER for .MPEG. Finally click on PREFERRED DECODERS
and choose LAV VIDEO for MPEG-2.

http:\/\/www.softpedia.com\/get\/Multimedia\/Video\/Codec-Packs-Video-Codecs\/KLite-Codec-Pack.shtml. Absolute
masterpiece. Hands down one of the greatest games of all time.. This game certainly has potential but it fails to provide an
entertaining experience for me.
Pros:
Enemies are challenging
Cons:
Same sfx used for several different weapons (IE the starting rifle and pistol sound identical)
No options to alter video, audio or any aspect of the game
Collision between player and the environment is incredibly buggy
  -Pressed space while swimming and was left immobile
  -Seemed to slide down stairs if I was not moving up them
  -Found it easy to become stuck in things like elevators
Numerous crashes during gameplay

Again the idea behind this game is great; a vanilla old school shooter akin to Doom, Serious Sam etc. But the game just seems
unpolished and half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥to the point where I feel ripped off despite having only spent 4.68 on the game.. This game
only leads to anger. Just a waste of time and a complete copy of older arcade games.. it was good game and more interested.. I
got a Linux demo of this game a couple years back, and had great fun playing the tutorial mission (which was whet it was). I
wished it had a save feature, and rather expected the Steam version to implement a save function. No such luck. The devs have
said that a save function would necessitate a complete engine rewrite::steamsad::

With that out of the way, this is a pretty unique (for PCs) god game. It's challenging enough in the later levels, and still a good
time. Highly recommended with the save function problem noted.
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cool idea, but not enough content. Starting to play the (repetetive) mechanics and not the game after barely an hour.

Refunded.. Absolutely Adorable. That Pac-Man minigame was boring and slow, and then my game crashed when I entered the
swamp. Got a refund.. Good♥♥♥♥♥. CALL OF DUTY IN PLANES.

EXCEPT IT'S PRETTY DAMN BALANCED AND THE PLAYERBASE IS MUCH BETTER.

♥♥♥♥ING GREAT.

I'VE ONLY PLAYED TWO HOURS BUT I AM ALREADY INFATUATED WITH IT'S PLANELY WILES.. I was a bit
skeptical when I purchased this indie, but it turned out to somehow bring back some old childhood memories. Sure, it doesn't
have mindblowing graphics and yes, I know it's 2D, but if you give it a chance, the storyline will take you through an good old
school adventure.. Fun Passtime if you've got 5 minutes to kill (Also fairly easy achievements). Good game even better with a
controller
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